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1. The Committee consulted with the Republic of Korea on
24 November 1987, in accordance with its terms of reference, pursuant to
Article XVIII:12(b) of the General Agreement and the Declaration of the
CONTRACTING PARTIES on Trade Measures Taken for Balance-of-Payments
Purposes (BISD 26S/205). The consultation was held under the Chairmanship
of Ambassador P.-L. Girard (Switzerland). The International Monetary Fund
was invited to participate in the consultation in accordance with
Article XV of the General Agreement.

2. The Committee had the following documents before it:

Basic document by Korea

Secretariat background paper

Notification by Korea on
Quantitative Restrictions

BOP/278

BOP/W/113

NTM/W/6/Rev.3/Add.l
International Monetary Fund,
"Recent Economic Developments" dated 2 September 1986

"Supplementarv Background
Materiial" dated 27 October 1987

In addition, Korea notified its list of restricted import items as of
1 July 1987. This will subsequently be issued as an L/- document.

Opening statement by the representative of the Republic of Korea

3. The opening statement by the Korean representative is contained in
Annex I.

Statement by the representative of the International Monetary Fund

4. At the invitation of the Committee, the representative of the
International Monetary Fund made a statement, the full text of which is
reproduced in Annex II.

Balance-of-Payments position and prospects: alternative measures to
restore equilibrium

5. Several members of the Cormmittee noted the considerable improvement in
the balance-of-payments situation of Korea since the last full
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consultation. Surpluses on trade and current accounts had been achieved in
1986 and the current account surplus was expected to increase in 1987 to
some $9-l0 billion, the fourth largest among the GATT contracting parties.
The debt burden, while still large, had been substantially reduced, and was
not High in per caDita terms. Moreover, it could be expected that the
goals for reduction of the debt burden mentioned in the IMF statement would
be achieved ahead of time. The high domestic savings rate should, in
addition, reduce the future need for external borrowing. It was also
reconized that these achievements had been the result of the domestic
adjustment policies pursued iy Korea which had enabled it to take advantage
of favourable external circumstances. Members welcomed the programme of
tradeliberalization and tariff reductions which Korea had pursued
determinedlv since 1984. It: was noted that the number of products now
subject to import restrictions were relatively limited.

6. In the light of these factors, members questioned whether there was
new any justification fortChe maintenance of restrictions for
balace-of-payments purposes. Some members gave the view that the

conditions for invocation o'f Article XVIII:B no longer existed. Others
noted that. while until 1985 there had been deficits in the basic and
current balances of oavmenLs. the remarkable improvements in the results

for 1986 and 1987 implied that balance-of-payments restrictions should be
further reduced. Some momembers noted that GATT provisions relating to
balance-of-pavmenzls (I)f Iculties were not intended to be used for

protective or economic development purposes, and in this context reference
was Lade to the provisions of the 1979 Declaration on Trade Measures Taken

forBalance-of-Paymet stPurposes. Members of the Committee therefore
stated that existing re-strictions should be phased out according to a

clearly estahi i sheed tmi et_ a

7 . It. was recognilzedl t hat r'e-re were uncertainties in the present
economic and political sitnat ion, in particular in relation to the levels

ofwage costs and the ir et l eA!t-s on the economy. While the economic results
for 1988 were not like'- rc [ie so' favourable as those for 1986 and 1987,
growth was expected toremain high One member, while recognizing these

noertainties, uquesticrned- how Serious an effect factors such as the
increase in wages expected to occur in 1988 were likely to have on the

Korean economy. Lnput-ouLputl_ studies suggested that the results of a
30 per cent wage increase would be to add only some 2.2 per cent to overall
industrial costsI even assuming no reductions in profits or increases in

prodctivity. He suggested that Korean manufacturers could be expected to
adjust well to such a development. He noted that Korea's current success
was heavilv reliant on export growth and suggested that a reorientation of
the development process towards more rapid growth of the domestic market
wf;Uld lead to a better balance of resource use both internally and
externallyt. Further reds tions in trade restrictions, together with a more
active and realistic exchange rate policy, would help in this process.

8. The representative of Korea rioted that the wage increases conceded in
recent months, and those which were expected to be concluded in early 1988,
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would principally affect industrial costs from 1988 onwards; they did not
show up in figures for the third quarter of 1987. He estimated that,
considering the ripple effect, wage costs had much more impact than the
level mentioned by one delegation. In relation to external debt, he noted
that the expected level of $35 billion at the end of 1987 still represented
more than 40 per cent of Korea's GNP. While the current account surplus
for 1987 was expected to be some $9 billion, this should not be expected to
be maintained in 1988, given its close relationship to the international
economic environment, in particular to the course of oil prices and
international interest rates. If the 1987 level of surplus was maintained
in 1988, trade liberalization would be accelerated and exchange rate policy
would be used more actively. He stressed the need for Korea to maintain an
economic growth rate of 7-8 ner cent in order to avoid increasing
unemployment. In relation to the disinvocation of Article XVIII:B, he
recalled that only some 370 items would remain under restriction by the end
of 1988; of these, some 270 would be agricultural pLoducts. He noted the
importance of agriculture in the Korean population and its structural
weaknesses. He also noted that the liberalization programme which had been
announced to the Committee in 1984 had been maintained. This programme was
due to be concluded in 1988; during the next year, a new programme of
trade liberalization arid tariff reduction would be formulated and would
come into effect in 1989. He also expected that more emphasis would be
placed from next year on promoting domestic demand; development was
expected to emphasis such factors as decreasing imbalances in income
distribution and regional developmen , and promoting road construction and
housing. He recalled that the level of per capita income in Korea was
still relatively low.

9. in response, members recalled that the Committee's role was to discuss
whether Korea's balance-of-payments situation justified the import
restrictive measures maintained. They emphasized that, in their view, the
present situation and outlook did not justify the maintenance of
baiance-of-payments restrictions. However, they did not necessarily expect
Korea to disinvoke Article XVIII:B immediately, but to establish a clear
timetable for the phasing out of remaining restrictions maintained for
balance-of-payments purposes. The representative of Korea reiterated that
further plans would be formulated by the new Government next year. He
proposed that another full consultation with the Committse could be held in
the first part of 1989, in order to review these at that time.

System, methods and effects of the restrictions

10. One member of the Committee asked whether there were any restrictive
measures maintained for balance-of-payments purposes other than those
mentioned in section 11 of the Secretariat background paper. Reference was
made to the operation of import licensing together with the system of
"recommendation" by industrial associations; it was noted that some
500 items were covered bv this system, and that its operation was less than
completely transparent. It was noted that recommendations by protected
industries led to the risk of arbitrary decisions. The question was asked
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whether liberalization of individual items from non-automatic import
licensing also implied their liberalization from the recornrendation
systems. Some members of the Committee noted that some changes which had
been made in the lists of items liberalized appeared to reflect more
closely bilateral tracding considerations than overall economic
developments. They noted that such developments had discriminatory
implications which went coutnter to the spirit of the General Agreement.
One member referred to discriminatory trade restrictions maintained against
its exports for the reason ot bilateral trade imbalance, which could not be
justified by any GATT Article, arid recalled that such discriminatory
treatment should be eliminated because it would violate Articles I and

I Questions were askel con-cerning the pLanned abolition of the import
surveillance mechanism and its replacement by a new safeguard system, in
relation to the latter's compatibility with Article XIX of GATT. In this
connection, reference was made to the newly established Korean Trade

Commission. arnd members how this bodv wouLd be able to assist in
easing import procedures. Itwas also noted that the Korean system of

trading licences and registration of "offer agents' could lead to imported
goods being given less fa bir-ihi e t treatment than domestic products.

Questions were alsoCie ttinto restrictions on foreign investment,
salesbyjointventure enterprises, the operation of the distribution

system,packaging andlabelllingregul-atlions and other technical barriers to
trade such as the testing motor vehicles by companies with close links

domestic in industries.andthe operation of import procedures by
monopolies such as the lquor monopoly). The impact on imports of
the"individual laws"mentioned onpage 21 of BOP/278 was also queried.

in with respect to tariffitwas noted that substantial reductions had
alreadybeen made, and members expressed the hope that these would be bound

inKorea's GATT schedule. . K coe5s intention to limit the use of the system
of"elastic" tariff rates wasalso noted. However, it was asked how soon

thesystem of emergencyoradjustment tariff rates would be phased out, and
how present system was administered.

13In reply, the representive Korea stated that the only
restrictions which Korea sought to justify for balance-of-payments reasons

were those noted in section of the Secretariat paper. The import
recommendation svs term-, "leior h:i to private business associations to
rc-,'_-r.mmend auprovla oio p ri:'''.ti7,wever. detailed guidelines for the
-commendatons were l ar.w.ti 1i-v. t-he Government and every effort was made

apa-pply these neutral-. It products were liberalized from non-automatic
imp;ort licensing, the roconcreulation mechanism was also abolished. In this

(-)nnect-on, he stated hat i33 items were expected to he liberalized in
IQ)8, leaving only-(iem7s suihject to non-automatic import licensing, and
that onlv 48 items we:resunot tc import surveillance. Regarding specific
products, h, referred to thle up-to-date information contained in the list
which his delegation had distributed to the meeting. He also noted that
tue import surveillance s'.'sterm, which was not maintained for
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balance-of-payments reasons, was to be abolished within the next year; the
new import relief system, which had been explained in Korea's basic
document, was closely related to Article XIX of GATT. Criteria for its
Invocation included import surges, injury, and review procedures.

14. In relation to the trading licence system, he noted that two types
existed. Under Class A licenses, any type of import or export activity
could be undertaken; Class B licenses were issued to certain specific
categories of traders, for example to manufacturers in order to export
their own products and import necessary raw materials and equipment for
their production. Both categories of licenses could be issued to foreign
or local companies. The requirements for Class A licenses had recently
been lowered to 50 million won of capital value and L/C of US$20,000 for
export. "Offer agents", whether foreigners or nationals, could register
with the relevant authorities.

15. The representative of Korea noted that 39 special and individual laws
applied for health, safety and other reasons. In September 1987, more
liberal provisions for inspection. testing and documentation on food,
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals had been introduced. In relation to the
import system for alcohol, he noted that import of beer had already been
liberalized and that a plan for liberalization of imports of wine had been
adopted in October 1987. In order to import beer and wine, a company must
have over 500 million won capital and sales contracts covering the whole of
Korea. Concerning joint venture compm-ies in the distribution sector, he
rioted that since JuL: 1984, the scope for foreign investment in Korea had
been considerably opened up. At present, 98 per cent of the manufacturing
sector was open to foreign investment; while some restrictions still
e:isted in the services and distribution sectors, the scope for joint
ventures in these areas was being gradually enlarged.

16 Tn relation to tariffs, Korea's policy had been to provide for
temporary tariff increases (adjustment tariffs) on liberalized products for
a maximum of three ears. This co'id be regarded as part of a movement
from non-tariff to tariff-based protection. He underlined that, while
Korea did not intend to phase out the system of "elastic" tariff rates, the
intention was to limit its use. He noted that at present no items were
subject to adjustment tariffs. Emergency tariffs could be compared with
ArticLe XIVX. safeguards; these were only applied to unbound items and at
present only five products were affected. He expected that an expansion of
the scope of Korea's bound tariff schedule would result from mutually
beneficial tariff negotiations under the Uruguay Round. Further study was
being given by the Korean authorities to tariff reductions in the light of
the present current account surplus.

Factors relevant to paragraph 12 of the 1979 Declaration

17. A number of members noted that reference to paragraph 12 of the 1979
Declaration was contingent on balance-of-payments justification for a
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consulting country's import restrictions and recalled their views that such
justification did not exist in the case of Korea. They took issue with a
number of statements in the IMF and Secretariat documentation concerning
the intensification of restrictions on Korea's exports, and noted that some
ot the measures cited - for example Article XIX restrictions or antidumping
or countervaiiing duties - were introduced under GATT or Tokyo Round Code
Provisions. It was pointed out thac Korea's exports had continued to grow
rapidly in recent years. Two members clarified the status of restrictions
mentioned in Annex 1l to the Secretariat background paper; one made
reference to country-specific surveillance mechanisms notified in
L/4935/Add.3; the other noted that the items mentioned fell under a global
quota which had been regularly reviewed in GATT and which was
non-discriminatory in nature. The representative of the Fund and the
Chairman noted that measures cited in the documentation were mentioned
without prejudice to their GATT status, as restrictions which affected
products of export interest to Korea.

18. The representative of Korea noted that import restrictions in major
foreign markets affected i6items covering 31 per cent of Korea's exports;
for individual markets t.e share of trade affected varied between 20 and
36 Der cent of exports. He noted What Korea was being pressed to
liberalize its importes more rapidly while other countries were erecting new
barriers; this made iv difficult to promote the idea of trade
liberalization at home.

Conclusions

19. The Commnittee took riote with great satisfaction or the improvement in
the Korean trade an' pnavmeir;t s sittLuation since the last full consultation,
which had been full ref 1ct01 in the documentation presented to the
meet ing.

20. It commended the sor a authorities for the policies of internal
adjustment. and externa liberalization which had been pursued consistently
:n the past few years. includig phasing out of import restrictions. a
programnmne of tarriff re-oduct ions and a reduction in the number of goods
subject to imuot sureillanceI.The Committee took note of Korea's
commiment to maintaing the lrace of the adjustment and liberalization
process.

21. in assessing :Korea-scurent economic situation, the Committee noted
that the principal econ-omici variables such as GDP growth, investment,
savings, and the trade arnd payments accounts were very favourable. It also
noted that, although theforeign debt was still substantial, the positive
evolution of the externall accounts had permitted considerable advance
repayment of debt- and that reserves had improved despite the outflows that
this had implied. While noting the uncertainties persisting with respect
tar developments in the fields of wage costs, interest rates, oil prices and
the possible effects of these on Korea, the Committee was nevertheless of
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the view that the present basically favourable situation of the Korean
economy was likely to continue.

22. The prevailing view expressed in the Committee was that the current
situation and outlook for the balance of payments was such that import
restrictions could no longer be justified under Article XVIII:B. The
conditions laid down in paragraph 9 of Article XVIII for the imposition of
trade restrictions for oalance-of-payments purposes and the statement
contained in the 1979 Declaration on Trade Measures Taken for
Balance-of-Payments Purposes that "restrictive trade measures are in
general an inefficient means to maintain or restore balance-of-payments
equilibrium" were also recalled. It also noted that many of the remaining
measures were related to imports of agricultural products or to particular
industrial sectors, and recalled the provision of the 1979 Declaration that
"restrictive import measures taken for balance-of-payments purposes should
not be taken for the purpose of protecting a particular industry or
se tor".

23. The Committee therefore stressed the need to establish a clear
timetable for the early, progressive removal of Korea's restrictive trade
measures maintained for balance-of-payments purposes. It welcomed Korea's
willingness to undertake another full consultation with the Committee in
the first part of 198g. However, the expectation was expressed that Korea
would be able in th.- meantime to establish a timetable for the phasing out
of balance-of-pay-ments restrictions, and that Korea would consider
alternative GATT justifications for any remaining measures, thus obviating
the need for such consultations. The representative of Korea stated that
he could not prejudge the policy of the next Government in this regard.
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ANNEX 1

Statement hv the reDresentative of the Republic of Korea

Recent economic performance

The Korean economy nas performed outstandingly since the beginning of
1986, after a period oi relativeI' slow growth in 1983. Last year, GNP
grew 12. 5 per cent in r-aI terms. Consumer prices rose 2.3 per cent while
wholesale prices actually declined In the external sector, Korea recorded
itsfirst current a;icco:untccountsurplus US$4.6 billion. This surplus was put
to good use to reduce the nation's foreign debt Db 5 per cent last year to
US$44 billion.

2. Korea's strooc eCn;nIic performance continued through the first half
ofthis year. Growth' wos :'.IuS' ls'i alZrecord high GNP growth rate of

15.3percent.Inflation remained well under control. as both wholesale and
consumerprices increased by less thani 3 per cent. In addition, the
nation's balance of payments position continued to improve, resulting in a
US$4.2 billion currentaccountsurplusOnce again taking advantage of

this favourbaleieve r1.en- development in baiance-of-payments position,
thekorea governmenttheexteraal clebt hr 9 per cent to

this strong erur.-m.;ir er"F.urlmance was due in no small measure to
favourable changes in-v'e -ternai environment, in particular, the drop in
all prices low international interest rates and the realignment of

exechange rates ofmajorcurrencies In this respect, the fall in oil
exchangerates contributed te. p N tabilisation and significantly reduced import

values. owe-r international interest rates in 1986 eased Korea's external
serviice burden. the. recent revaluation ot major

currencies c-rrencies improvedci t'nch C(fompeisr-irveness of Korean products in world markets
and led to.a recovery o( export growth.

However, 11 tsi nS t.on to not-e that Korea's strong economic
performance was als due .arclarge the implementation of painful but
effective adjustmernt. , ,rm-s Kmiated in the preceding period. Were it
effective these reforms wouls:' d not have been able to take full
advantage -F th ercer 3.aiurahiiechanges in the external environment.
what is ore. implement inc K eso reforms took great political courage

ocaue they were iaunood du-ring a period when Korea still sustained heavy
external ehts and, curr.,nlt ic'count defi cits.

Positivereform measu s

. These reforms. wnich h-ave been under war since the early 1980s,
focused on two maini objectives: price stability and greater efficiency
rough competition. !o rromotc price stability, we drastically curtailed

governmentrnlrnent spending a'30 mnnet.ary growth.
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6. In 1984, the year before our Congressional Election, for example, we
froze the government budget, including the salaries of civil servants, and
we also froze the grain-purchase-price level, the biggest source of fiscal
deficit. These were difficult and unpopular moves, but we held firmly to
our plan to curb excessive government spending, while making a strong
effort to broaden public support and understanding for fiscal restraints.
Thanks to this belt-tightening, the fiscal deficit was greatly reduced,
from S.- per cent of GNP in 1981 to less than 0.1 per cent last year.

7. Tight fiscal and monetary policies resulted in a drastic reduction of
inflation. Measured in wholesale prices, the inflation rate fell from a
high of 39 per cent in 1980 to 4.7 per cent in 1982 to -2.2 per cent in
1986. Stable prices helped to eliminate real-estate speculation, a major
headache which is common in countries as small as Korea, ensure more
efficient allocation of resources, and improve income distribution. In
addition, by guaranteeing stable, positive real interest rates, low
inflation helped raise domestic savings.

8. The other side of Korea's reform policies involved greater emphasis on
competition and private initiative while reducing government intervention.
For instance, five major commercial banks, which were de facto public
enterprises, were privatized in the early 198Os. Administrative price
controls were reduced or removed completely, and a new fair trade and
anti-monopoly law was enacted to prevent unfair business practices and
collusion among firms.

9. By far the most important part of our reforms has been in the area of
trade liberalization. Korea lacks almost all natural resources and is
therefore dependent on trade to create employment opportunities and to
improve people's living standards. In order to finance imports, Korea must
generate foreign exchange through exports. But products can be sold abroad
oniy if thev are competitive, and the best way to strengthen
competitiveness, we believed, was to invite foreign competition though
import liberalization. Accordingly, we raised the nation's import
liberalization ratio, or the percentage of automatically approved imports,
from 68.6 per cent in 1980 to 93.6 per cent this year.

10. In December last vear, tthe Korean government enacted the Foreign Trade
Act. The goal of Lehis act is to promote free and fair trade by emphasizing
private sector initiatives.To accomplish this goal the act contains
measures designed to aid (domestic industries in adjusting to a new and
rapidly changing international trade environment while reducing the role of
government in day to day trade procedures. Among other things, the act
contains a system of safeguards against import surges that is more
transparent and Less restrictive than the old import surveillance list.

11. Korea's progress in liberalizing trade has been accompanied by
reductions in the average tariff rate and tariff differentials between
products. The average tariff rate on industrial products has fallen from
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31.8 per cent in 1980 Lo its present level of 18 per cent. In fact actual
tar if I redctionrsace running ahead of original schedules.

12. Korea ".S ,t's been liberal izing foreign exchange controls. As the
nation's balance-of-payments ,osit-oin continued to improve, tlhe government
took stepsto eliminate subscritisally restrictions on invisible

transaction this year . In addition, direct and indirect foreign
investment intoKorea as wellas Korean investment overseas have been

13. The structural reformI have Out Lined so far have been very
Daring these last wears, pr-ces tiave! stabilized,

industrial production reased, the overall efficiency of the
economyhasimproved sign as a result so has Korea's external

these reforms, we were able to fullv exploit
development in the ext erma L economic env i ronment and the

this wear, a number of domestic c and
slow economic growth momentum.

se considerable difficulties for the
price stabi Lity in the

currently going through an important
Politically, Korea faces its

for christmas this vear. While the
to; sure t e .n szst-oric: landmark on the nation's road to

we i1rent , t ancort aintv surrounding this historic event will
JR mul ineIt. i 1i-'..'' tivity. In addition, a few months ago
ce iare sea tL artour u1nirest, reflecting the rising expectations

workersfor! i-,'owoI.s~z4. '' ' 'd istr ibut'ion. Besides causing production
. *.< ;.o;~- 7 iSo.-, * .' i.: :1!Ir iCrOst Led to average annual wage hikes of

: 'il.5 e'. '.S reXsi , increased labour costs are stimulating
-a."' C'.?r'Ssu1 '-S ;1t 1 .' as wei as reducing the competitiveness

t' ! ' w)F.i_'~s i 'to r!a.;' '".,..

prices 's, '.il* boef-icia1 effects of the "three lows"
areall prices are rising and this developm

execi'('kto' ronn"" e-7 .;or n'~ 'on s c(urront: account surplus. The appreciation
* ::-iS - '.' .; h n i t.ed States dollar is undermining the

5'.t..tno'SS or c';:s an(` reversing gains made through previous
!; t ,5 .. ' I1(lI'S . r j; 'ibet-ween April and October the Korean won

opu~t~tD i~i*.ei / .~) ;he r o' "c rius,,i~t t~he U;S dollar. in addition, the rising
'~u1 etr&r.ec t :intriI .'-i is presenting fresh problems for Korea's

S~zs'F - (l i~ *t ed coo.!'m;-e exports have been increasingly subject to
rustt- e'lc i t'g import quotas, voluntary export restraints,
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administrative/procedural measures and the aggressive use of countervailing
and anti-dumping duties.

Meeting the challenges

V,. Far from standing by idly, Korea is moving ahead to meet the
challenges it currently faces. Domestically, the government is taking
steps to encourage Korean firms to implement the structural adjustments
necessary to cope with higher costs. The government is supporting the
private sector in its efforts to enhance efficiency, improve
competitiveness and modernize facilities. Moreover, government spending on
social welfare programs is being expanded. Minimum wage and pension
systems *will be implemented from next year and the scope of medical
insurance Will be widlened. to cover a greater portion of the population.

18. internationally, Korea is taking steps to improve competitiveness and
-ee)en the nation's indust-r;ial strurcture by moving ahead with policies to

;lbeoraiize trade, tariffTs, foreign exchange controls and foreign
tvestment. For example. Korea will open its doors even wider to foreign

;\-ds by I beralizing 133 new items for import in 1988 and 370 items
'nereafter. Bv the time the 1988 Summer Olympics open in Seoul, Korea's

impor-- t Liberalization ratio will reach 95 per cent, a level that matches
tnose of advanced countries. In addition, Korea halved the number of items
under import surveillance to 48 in 1987 and by 1988, the list will be
limLnated altogether-.

!'3. Hand in hand with i'beralizing trade, Korea will be lowering the
avlerag-e i.arifl- rate on manufactured goods by 10 per cent next year. The
Korean gc-overnmenter is aiso stepping up its actions to liberalize foreign
ox;Jiange. The governme-t. recently announced a three-year plan designed to
liberalize Toreignr exchange transactions and steps will also be taken to
!:..;eralize Foreign exchange controls to the same level as advanced nations
in :he FutUre. FitnaLv. as eThe economy continues to mature, Korea will
ut!-ino open nfew a'.reS for foreign investment into the country while

iolr roa S iu!g its, owtvn in'ets' rnnt' s overseas.

i). (riven this posir "%-(v response to the challenges currently facing the
oatton, i am reas.-rnabz .-ot.imistic tnat the overall outlook for the Korean

ow onomv is hright. ! t *he Short term, owing to the adjustments Korea is
mlak ing to meet these chal- enges, growth is likely to slacken and
nezmp~lomnt is ex-nec:trea. to rise. In addition, we will have to carefully

mronitor the effects o` inevitable price increases on the competitiveness of
Norean goods in inter,.t.joial markets. Nevertheless, the long-term outlook
for rhe economy willL he brightened as domestic developments work to
strengthen Korea's industrial structure and accelerate the transition of
Korean firms toward nore technology-oriented production. Moreover,
continued liberalization will in the long-run strengthen the
competitiveness of thre i;orean economy while increasing mutually beneficial
relationships with trading partners overseas.
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